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A B S T R A C T 
In activation calculations, there are several approaches to quantify uncertainties: deterministic by means 
of sensitivity analysis, and stochastic by means of Monte Carlo. Here, two different Monte Carlo 
approaches for nuclear data uncertainty are presented: the first one is the Total Monte Carlo (TMC). 
The second one is by means of a Monte Carlo sampling of the covariance information included in the 
nuclear data libraries to propagate these uncertainties throughout the activation calculations. This last 
approach is what we named Covariance Uncertainty Propagation, CUP. 
This work presents both approaches and their differences. Also, they are compared by means of an acti-
vation calculation, where the cross-section uncertainties of 239Pu and 241Pu are propagated in an ADS 
activation calculation. 
1. Introduction 
After Fukushima's accident, nuclear safety is in the spotlight. 
New stress assessments are on going in every nuclear power plant, 
just to check their safe performance and review their safety mar-
gins are properly set. 
These safety margins guarantee the safe performance of the 
facility during and after an accident. These safety margins are de-
signed to take into account all the uncertainties throughout the 
designing stage, such as the uncertainties on the engineering de-
signs, model uncertainties, data uncertainties used on the design, 
build-up and operation. 
Nuclear data uncertainties have an impact on the safety mar-
gins as they are used in engineering calculations such as core neu-
tronics or material activation. In this case, we focus on activation 
calculations and their associated uncertainties due to the nuclear 
data uncertainties. There are mainly three different kinds of nucle-
ar data: decay data, fission yields and cross-section data. 
In order to measure the effect of these uncertainty data on acti-
vation calculations, uncertainty propagation calculations can be 
done. There are several approaches to perform uncertainty propa-
gation calculations. One of them is the well-known approach of the 
sensitivity analysis (Cacuci, 2003), which uses a first-order Taylor 
series approximation of the response function. Two other 
approaches, that we will talk about later, are Monte Carlo (MC) 
approaches based on randomizing the parameters of the response 
function, using Probability Density Functions (PDFs) to sample. 
Then, calculating the response function with a large enough 
amount of samples, the uncertainty of the response function can 
be calculated. 
One of these two MC approaches for uncertainty propagation is 
a novel approach named Total Monte Carlo (TMC) (Koning and 
Rochman, 2008; Rochman et al., 2009, 2011; Koning and Rochman, 
2011). It is based on randomizing the nuclear model parameters of 
the TALYS code to generate random nuclear data within the uncer-
tainties of the experimental data. With them, response functions 
can be calculated and, after a statistical analysis, its uncertainty 
too. 
The other approach of carrying out uncertainty propagation is 
what we call "the Covariance Uncertainty Propagation (CUP)" de-
scribed in this paper. Briefly, instead of using a nuclear model code 
for generating random nuclear data files, uncertainty information 
of the nuclear data library is used to obtain random nuclear data 
files. Hence, the response functions and their uncertainties can 
be calculated using these files. 
When these two approaches of performing MC nuclear data 
uncertainty propagation are compared, a few questions arise: Are 
both of them equivalent? In case they are not equivalent, which 
are the differences between them? Which are the sources of these 
differences? 
Therefore, the aim of this paper is to answer the questions 
above for cross-section uncertainties only. Both approaches are 
implemented and compared for an activation calculation with 
uncertainty propagation for two isotopes: 239Pu and 241Pu. A com-
plete set of cross-sections for all isotopes is used: EAF-2010 (Sublet 
et al., 2010). Then, the random cross-sections of a single isotope, at 
a time, are merged with this complete library. The random files for 
the TMC approach come from TENDL-2010 (Koning and Rochman, 
2010) and the uncertainty data of the cross-sections are stored as 
covariance matrices produced by the TMC random files. 
2. Monte Carlo uncertainty propagation 
In this Section 2, the two approaches of MC uncertainty propa-
gation are presented and applied to activation calculations: Total 
Monte Carlo (TMC) and Covariance Uncertainty Propagation (CUP). 
2.1. Total Monte Carlo, TMC 
The main aim of the TMC approach is to simulate consequences 
of uncertainties in semi-microscopic nuclear physics on nuclear 
design without any limitation in between. Then, Nuclear Data 
(ND) uncertainties can be propagated in any kind of calculation 
without any approximation. This approach is based on the TALYS 
software package (Koning et al., 2009), which contains different 
codes. A flowchart of the system is presented in Fig. 1 which shows 
that by looping over the entire process of basic nuclear physics, 
data file production, data file processing and applied calculations, 
a natural statistical approach towards uncertainty propagation 
can be obtained. 
TASMAN uses central value parameters obtained from a best fit 
to experimental cross-sections and angular distributions. The 
uncertainties on these parameters are obtained after randomly 
sampling the parameters and a check whether the results are in-
side the experimental data uncertainties (i.e. retrieved from EXFOR 
database (Rugama et al., 11 May 2005-14 May 2005)). Then, the 
process of assigning uncertainties to the nuclear data parameters 
proceeds in two steps. First, suggested parameter uncertainties 
are used to start the sampling of cross-sections. Using these results, 
it is checked which ones are inside the experimental data. Second, 
this information is fed back to reduce or increase the parameter 
uncertainty, producing uncertainties that properly reproduce the 
experimental data and their dispersions. The PDF can be chosen 
among equiprobable, Normal or other. In principle, with the least 
information available, the equiprobable is chosen; otherwise, the 
Normal PDF is considered. 
It is important to remark that nuclear model parameters are 
independently randomized. But, because there are several con-
straints on the variation between different cross-sections inside 
the nuclear models, different cross-sections are highly correlated. 
The main constraint is the total cross-section whose value is calcu-
lated using one nuclear model and then is fed to the other nuclear 
models that calculate differential cross-sections such as (n, y), (n, 
2n) or (n, inel) reactions. That means that the sum of all these dif-
ferential cross-sections cannot exceed the total cross-section value. 
Also, there are high correlation between different energies because 
of the nuclear model stiffness. 
2.2. Covariance Uncertainty Propagation, CUP 
In the last years, nuclear data libraries such as TENDL-2010 and 
ENDF/B.VII.O (Chadwick et al., 2006) have included information of 
cross-section uncertainties. This information can be used to per-
form uncertainty propagation calculations. But for MC approaches, 
this information should be used in a different way than sensitivity 
analysis. 
This approach uses the information of the mean value, the var-
iance and covariance included in nuclear data libraries to generate 
random cross-section files. Choosing a PDF, cross-section values 
are sampled using the mean value and std.dev. provided by the 
ND library. Then, a random sampling of the cross-sections is per-
formed and a large amount of random nuclear data libraries is pro-
duced. This amount of random cross-section libraries can be used 
to carry out uncertainty propagation calculations. After running 
the application calculation with all the random cross-section li-
braries, a statistical analysis of the response variables (such as de-
cay heat) can be done. It provides the mean value and its std.dev. 
(or rel.std.dev.) as a measurement of uncertainty. 
Cross-section uncertainties in libraries have to be processed to 
be used. For this purpose, the NJOY code (MacFarlane and Muir, 
1994) is used as processing code. It handles the information in 
MF32 and MF33 of ENDF-format to produce a desired group-wise 
energy structure of the cross-sections and their uncertainties. 
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Throughout this stage, the spectrum of the studied application is 
required to process this information. After this processing step, 
cross-sections are ready to be sampled using their uncertainties 
(and their covariance matrix). If any cross-correlation among reac-
tions exists, the Cholesky Decomposition of the covariance matrix 
is performed, as done before in Cabellos et al. (2011) in order to 
generate correlated cross section values. Letting T verifies Z = TTT, 
where Z is the covariance matrix, correlated cross section values 
are obtained using Eq. (1), where x is the correlated cross section 
vector, z is a vector of identically and independently distributed 
standard normal deviates and ¡A is the mean cross section value 
vector. Other approaches could be applied as exposed in Gentle 
(2003). 
x = tz- • \ i (1) 
There are several advanced sampling methods that the CUP ap-
proach does not use right now, only the simply "random sampling" 
(RS) is used. 
Before sampling, one assumption should be done in this ap-
proach: which PDF is used to sample the uncertainty information. 
Nuclear data libraries do not provide any information about which 
kind of PDF is followed by each cross-section. So, it is up to the user 
to choose one PDF to sample the cross-sections. In this approach, it 
is assumed that cross-sections follow Normal PDFs. 
With each random library, an application calculation can be 
launched, and thus, the cross-section uncertainties are propagated. 
Fig. 2 shows an scheme of the methodology for using Covariance 
Uncertainty Propagation (CUP). 
As CUP is a MC approach, the convergence of the problem 
should be checked in order to rely on the results after the statistical 
analysis. The two points where convergence are checked are the 
same as in the TMC approach: i) the convergence of the cross-sec-
tion assessing the mean and the rel.std.dev., ii) the convergence of 
application calculations using the mean and rel.std.dev. values of 
the output variables. 
2.3. Differences between TMC and CUP 
After describing both approaches to perform MC uncertainty 
propagation, the differences between them arise. 
The first one is related to the sampled variables. In TMC, the 
nuclear model parameters are sampled, meanwhile in CUP, the 
cross-sections are directly sampled from the covariance informa-
tion provided by nuclear data libraries after processing. But both 
of them have the same aim: produce random nuclear data libraries 
to be able to perform uncertainty propagation calculations by 
means of a MC approach. 
The next difference is which uncertainty values are being propa-
gated for each cross-section. The TMC approach can use different 
sources of information to calculate their random files, such as the 
EXFOR database (experimental data), nuclear data libraries or/and 
other compilations. These sources can be mixed or used individu-
ally. In the other hand, the CUP approach only propagates the uncer-
tainty information of the nuclear data library which is being used. 
The third difference is that the TMC approach does not need the 
neutron spectrum of the application for generating random cross-
section libraries, while the CUP approach needs first to process the 
data, and that means the neutron spectrum is needed before new 
random libraries are generated. 
It can be observed that mean values, their uncertainties and 
covariance information of each approach could be completely dif-
ferent. But also, they could be completely equivalent if the source 
of information for TMC was the same as for CUP. If the random 
cross-section files generated by TMC are condensed in mean val-
ues, std.dev. values and covariance matrices by means of perform-
ing a statistical analysis of the cross-sections in, for example, 1000 
files, a full set of covariance matrices with mean values can be pro-
vided as start point of CUP. So, when the CUP approach is carried 
out, the uncertainty information should be the same as in the 
TMC approach. Fig. 3 presents the flowchart of using TMC as source 
of uncertainty information for the CUP approach. 
But, it is still possible to find differences because there is at least 
one assumption in the CUP approach: the chosen PDF is used to 
sample the cross-section information. Thus, the CUP approach 
can be partially/totally based on the TMC approach. But, does it 
mean that both approach will give the same results? and Which 
information is lost during the condensation process? 
2.4. TMC and CUP applied to activation calculation 
An activation calculation consists in the prediction of isotopic 
composition and its derived magnitudes such as decay heat, 
radio-toxicity and activity throughout the burn-up and the cooling 
time of nuclear fuel. In this case, TMC and CUP will be used to prop-
agate only the cross-section uncertainties. 
To perform this kind of calculation, the ACAB code (Sanz et al., 
2008) was used. The data needed from the cross-sections is its col-
lapsed value to one-group. There is no need to keep the energy 
structure because only the reaction rate is used. The reaction rate 
can be calculated as a cross-section collapsed to one-group multi-
plied by the total neutron flux. That means also that their uncer-
tainties should be collapsed to one-group. This collapsing process 
reduces the amount of variables to sample. The collapsing process 
is done by NJOY which can handle the cross-sections and their 
uncertainties and collapse to any group-wise structure, also to 
one-group as activation calculations need. 
2.4.1. TMC on activation calculations 
When TMC is used in activation calculations, it can be split into 
four stages. The first part is the generation of the required amount 
of random cross-section libraries, where TASMAN is used. The 
second one is to process and collapse the cross-section data 
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of TMC and CUP "equivalent" calculations. 
libraries using NJOY. The third stage is to translate from ENDF-for-
mat to ACAB-format. The last stage is to feed ACAB with these ran-
dom libraries and perform the statistical analysis of the response 
variables. This process is presented in Fig. 4a. 
2.4.2. CUP on activation calculations 
The scheme of using CUP in activation calculations is quite sim-
ilar to TMC. The first stage is to process the cross-section data li-
brary with their uncertainty information and to collapse both 
data into one-group. Then, the second stage is to convert from 
ENDF-format to ACAB-format. The third stage consists in the gen-
eration of the random libraries using the ACAB-format library 
which stores uncertainties by means of random library generator. 
This generator uses a random number generator to sample the 
cross-sections and it takes into account the possible cross-correla-
tions (correlations between different reactions) by a Cholesky 
Decomposition of the full covariance matrix. After sampling an 
amount of random libraries, the fourth stage is to feed the ACAB 
code with the random libraries and perform the statistical analysis 
to calculate the uncertainty on the activation calculations. In 
Fig. 4b, the flowchart of the CUP approach on activation calcula-
tions using the ACAB code is presented. 
3. Ads activation calculation 
The purpose of this application is to answer the previous ques-
tions about the differences between TMC and CUP, and to check the 
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equivalence of the two approaches in uncertainty propagation 
calculations for 239Pu and 241Pu, when the proper assumptions 
are done. 
In this work, all random cross-section libraries and the cross-sec-
tion library with covariance information are taken from TENDL-
2010 for 239Pu and 241Pu and then merged with the complete library 
of EAF-2010 which contains the cross-sections for all other nuclides. 
3.1. Statement of the problem 
Here, EFIT (Garcia-Herranz et al., 2010) is used as an example of 
an ADS industrial-scale transmutation facility for uncertainty 
propagation calculations. Its main characteristics are: core cooled 
by pure lead, thermal power 400 MW, initial total mass of actinides 
2.074 tons (21.7%MA). One burn-up discharge is studied here, 
150 GWd/tHM (778 days). Its neutron spectrum has an average en-
ergy of 0.37514 MeV and the total neutron flux is 3.12 x 1015 n/ 
(cm2 s). Its initial fuel composition is given by Garcia-Herranz 
et al. (2010) and Cabellos et al. (2011). 
To perform the calculations using ACAB, it is necessary to pro-
vide a decay data library and a fission yield data library, in this case 
theJEFF-3.1.1 library (Kellet et al., 2009) is used in both cases. 
The main goal of an ADS facility is to burn transuranic and 
actinides for reducing their activity during long term cooling time. 
For this reason, four heavy isotopes are studied: 235U, 238U, 239Pu, 
241Pu; and one medium mass range isotope: 98Mo. But only the re-
sults of 239Pu, 241Pu are presented in this paper. All these isotopes 
are in the fuel at the beginning of the cycle (BOC), therefore, they 
will be transmuted throughout the burn-up. 
Both approaches, TMC and CUP, are implemented to propagate 
the cross-section uncertainties of these isotopes in this application 
following the flowcharts in Fig. 4a for TMC and Fig. 4b for CUP. The 
number of atoms throughout the burn-up for the above isotopes 
are analysed, because all other activation magnitudes are derived 
from the number of atoms, so their rel.std.dev. should be the same. 
3.2. Setting up the problem 
In order to perform both approaches and to make them equiv-
alent, two assumptions should be done: 
1. The first one is the covariance information has to come from the 
random cross-sections files used in the TMC approach. For this 
reason, TENDL-2010 is chosen as source of random libraries. It 
includes the covariance information obtained from the random 
files. Then, the condensing stage is supposed to be checked and 
well done. Depending on which isotope is studied, a different 
amount of random files is used. This amount is enough for 
cross-sections convergence and for the convergence of the acti-
vation calculations. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of TMC and CUP one-group cross-section values and their 
rel.std.dev. as a function of the number of random files for 239Pu. 
2. The second assumption is which PDF should be chosen for the 
sampling stage of the CUP approach. As it is mentioned in Sec-
tion 2.1, TASMAN uses Normal PDFs to sample the nuclear data 
parameters, so assuming Normal PDFs for CUP approach seems 
reasonable. But it should be checked that TMC and CUP random 
libraries follow almost the same PDF. 
3.3. Results and data analysis 
The results for each studied isotope is presented by means of a 
consistent comparison between the TMC and the CUP approaches. 
For all figures, blue colour1 refers to the TMC approach while red 
colour refers to the CUP approach, with the only exception of the ra-
tios that are presented in red too. 
3.3A. 239Pu 
For 239Pu, 700 random files (TMC) from TENDL-2010 are used, 
and then, from the cross-section library with covariance informa-
tion, 700 random cross-section files are obtained using the CUP 
approach. 
After processing all random files, the main cross-sections are 
compared and showed in Fig. 5 (n,/) and (n, y). There, the mean va-
lue of one-group cross section and its rel.std.dev. are calculated as 
a function of number of histories. Then, the mean value is divided 
by the one-group cross-section obtained from processing the 
TENDL-2010 file with covariance, that means, the cross-section 
values used as mean value for the CUP approach in the sampling 
stage. Also, the rel.std.dev. is divided by the rel.std.dev. obtained 
from processing the TENDL-2010 file with covariances. The mean 
value and its rel.std.dev. are calculated for TMC and CUP. Here, 
1
 For interpretation of colour in Figs. 1, 3, 5-14, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article. 
the one-group cross-section values and its uncertainty obtained 
by the processing of TENDL-2010 with covariances information 
are considered as reference (this file is unique for this isotope, 
not like the random files created from it in the CUP approach, or 
the random files used to create it). These reference values, which 
are used to divide the mean value and its rel.std.dev., can be read 
in the label of Y-axis. 
Because CUP uses Normal PDF based on the reference values, 
the mean values and their rel.std.dev. of the cross-sections should 
be close to one, but because of the statistics, deviations appear. 
When the cross-sections for TMC are analysed, it is observed that: 
• In Fig. 5a, the largest 239Pu cross-section (n, f), is presented. It 
cross-section value is 1.912 (barns) with a rel.std.dev. of 
1.0043%. Here, both TMC and CUP mean values are close to 
the reference (less than 0.3% of difference); the TMC rel.std.dev. 
is around 7.5% greater than the reference while the CUP 
rel.std.dev. is close to the reference. 
• In Fig. 5b, the second largest cross-section, (n, y), is showed. It is 
equal to 6.550 x 10_1 barns, and its rel.std.dev. is 3.269%. Here, 
the CUP mean value is close to the reference, while the TMC 
mean value is 1.2% smaller than the reference. However, their 
rel.std.dev. are close to each other, around 2% smaller than 
the reference. 
Then, for the two main reactions: (n,/) and (n, y), random files 
from TMC and CUP are in close agreement with each other and 
with the reference values. All the other reactions have a reference 
mean value less than 10~3 barns, so they are neglected. 
To check that both approaches give the same PDF, Fig. 6 is pre-
sented. The black line is the Normal PDF whose area is multiplied 
by the CUP area in order to represent the PDF that CUP should fol-
low. In Fig. 6a, the reaction (n,/) is showed. There, both PDFs are in 
close agreement with each other. Fig. 6b shows the reaction (n, y), 
where the PDF of TMC differs from the Normal PDF of CUP, and it 
looks more like a Log-Normal PDF. Consequently, it leads to differ-
ent results when the activation calculations are performed, when 
the PDF of the number of atoms is analysed. 
Cross-correlations are not important is this calculation, because 
the covariance matrix between the main reactions (n,/) and (n, y), 
presented in Fig. 7b, shows that there are only small correlation be-
tween energy groups. The cross-correlation in one group is 
3 x 10~3, and thus its effect is also negligible, as it can be seen in 
Fig. 7a, where each point represents a pair of (n, f) and (n, y) 
cross-sections of the same random library. This clearly indicates 
that TMC random values are not correlated. 
All these random files generated by TMC and CUP are launched 
on ACAB. As it is described above in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, only the 
number of atoms during the burn-up is analysed and presented in 
Fig. 8. 
The ratio of mean values of CUP/TMC shows that both values are 
close to each other and its difference is less than 0.3% at the end of 
burn-up. When the rel.std.dev. is observed, it becomes relevant 
after 107s of burn-up for both approaches. The ratio CUP/TMC 
shows that the CUP rel.std.dev. is 4.8% greater than TMC. Below 
106 s, results are meaningless. The histogram of the number of 
atoms of 239Pu at the end of the burn-up is presented in Fig. 9. It 
can be seen that the percentile 95 for TMC is greater than for 
CUP. That means that the tail of TMC provided greater values than 
CUP although CUP provides a rel.std.dev. greater than TMC. 
The convergence is checked for all time steps as it is shown in 
Fig. 10 for the end of the burn-up. It can be seen that an increase 
of the number of histories does not change the average values of 
the mean value and the rel.std.dev. 
This 4.8% of difference between the rel.std.dev. of TMC and CUP 
comes from: 
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The bias between mean values of the cross-sections for each 
approach, but the most important reactions are in close agree-
ment between each other. Only for (n, y) reaction, the TMC 
approach provides a mean value 1.2% smaller than the one pro-
vided by the CUP approach. 
The bias between rel.std.dev. of the cross-sections for each 
approach, especially in (n, f) reaction, where the TMC 
rel.std.dev. is about 8% greater than the CUP rel.std.dev. 
The assumption of Normal PDF for the CUP approach does 
not yield a fair description of the (n, y) cross-section given by 
TMC. 
The cross-correlations between reactions are not taken into 
account in the CUP approach, but as it is presented above, the 
TMC approach does not exhibit cross-correlations among the 
most important reactions. 
Differences during the condensation process for the generation 
of the covariance information from the random files of TMC. 
Instead of using the mean value (the mean value obtained from 
this amount of random libraries) for calculating the covariance 
terms, the best-value (which fits best the experimental data) is 
used. Because of that, a small bias between the CUP mean value 
and the TMC mean value appears. 
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Fig. 10. Mean value, its rel.std.dev. and the ratio CUP/TMC for the number of atoms 
during the burn-up of 239Pu as a function of the number of histories at the end of 
burn-up. 
Pu 
241Pu, the implementation of TMC and CUP uses an amount 
3.3.2. 241 
For 
of 700 random libraries for each one. 
After processing all random files, and the generation of 700 of 
random files using the CUP approach, the main reaction cross-sec-
tions (n,/) and (n, y), are compared and showed in Fig. 11 as a func-
tion of the number of random libraries. The values presented are 
the ratios when they are divided by the reference values which 
are the cross-section and the rel.std.dev. of each reaction provided 
by the TENDL-2010 file with covariances. These values can be read 
in the Y-axis label. 
In Fig. 11, differences are found between CUP and TMC: 
• In Fig. 11a, the most important reaction of 241Pu (n, f), is pre-
sented. It has a cross-section value of 1.53 barns, and its 
rel.std.dev. value is 3.291 x 10~2. For this reaction, TMC and 
CUP provide mean values which are 1% smaller than the refer-
ence value. Their rel.std.dev. values reach also a good agree-
ment with reference, because TMC provides a rel.std.dev. 
value 4% smaller than reference and CUP provides a rel.std.dev. 
2% greater than reference. 
• In Fig. l i b , the second greatest cross-section, (n, y), is presented. 
Its cross-section value is 3.648 x 10_1 barns, with a rel.std.dev. 
of 1.393 x 10_1. Here, TMC provides a mean value 2.5% greater 
than reference while CUP provides a mean value far less than 
0.5% smaller than the reference. The rel.std.dev. provided by 
TMC is 4% greater than reference and the CUP rel.std.dev. is less 
than 1% smaller than reference. 
For these two reactions mentioned above, the random files of 
TMC and CUP do not present great differences between each other. 
The histograms of each approach for (n, f) and (n, y) reactions 
are presented in Fig. 12. The black solid line represents the Normal 
PDF that the CUP values should follow. In Fig. 12a, the reaction (n, 
f) is showed. There, both PDFs are in close agreement with each 
other, both shapes almost follow the shape of a Normal PDF. 
Fig. 12b shows the reaction (n, y). The shape of TMC does not fol-
low a Normal PDF. Therefore, it is a source of difference between 
approaches after the activation calculation. 
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Fig. 11. Comparison of TMC and CUP one-group cross-section values and their 
rel.std.dev. as a function of the number of random files for 241Pu. 
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For this isotope, the cross-correlation matrix of (n, f)-(n, y) 
cross-sections, presented in Fig. 13b, provided by the library with 
covariance information shows an anti-correlation between reac-
tions. Using this information in the sampling stage, correlated ran-
dom numbers can be obtained by using a Cholesky Decomposition. 
These random cross-section values of (n,/) and (n, y) are compared 
with the ones provided by TMC in Fig. 13a, where the least-square 
fittings with linear function for both approaches, CUP and TMC, are 
presented too. The pairs of the CUP cross-sections provide a corre-
lation factor of -0.83414. The correlation factor provided by 
TENDL library is -0.8370 and the correlation factor calculated from 
TMC cross-sections is -0.81792. Thus, all values are in close agree-
ment between each other. 
After analysing the differences between the cross-sections, 
ACAB is fed with them. Only the number of atoms during the 
burn-up is analysed in Fig. 14a. The ratio of mean values of CUP/ 
TMC shows that both values are the same during the burn-up. 
When the rel.std.dev. is observed in Fig. 14b, the differences be-
come relevant after 1.05 x 106 s of burn-up for both approaches. 
The ratio CUP/TMC of rel.std.dev. shows that CUP is 0.95 times 
the TMC value, so a good agreement is reached by both approaches. 
When the percentiles 95 are compared, both of them are close to 
each other, and their histograms show that both approaches have 
the same tails for their distributions. 
The mean value and the rel.std.dev. are plotted as a function of 
number of histories in order to check the convergence as it is done 
in the previous isotope. The convergence of the mean value and the 
rel.std.dev. is guaranteed by 700 histories. 
In Table 1, it can be observed that when at least (n,/) and (n, y) 
uncertainties are propagated together, "All reactions" row, a smal-
ler rel.std.dev. is obtained than when these uncertainties are prop-
agated individually, "a. (n,/)" and "b. (n, y)" rows. So that reveals 
the importance of the negative cross-correlations between (n, f) 
and (n, y). Therefore, it has to be taken into account in order to 
get a CUP approach equivalent to the TMC approach. If not, the 
CUP value goes up to 2.5 times the TMC rel.std.dev. value instead 
of being only 5% smaller than TMC. 
Then, the sources of the difference between the rel.std.dev. of 
TMC and CUP come from: 
• The bias between mean values of the cross-sections for each 
approach, but as it is analysed above, its effect should be small. 
• The bias between rel.std.dev. of the cross-sections for each 
approach, but their differences do not go above 3% for the most 
important cross-sections. 
• The cross-correlations between (n,/) and (n, y) reactions have to 
be taken into account in the CUP approach if equivalent results 
to the TMC approach are wanted. 
• During the condensation process for the generation of the 
covariance information from the random files of TMC, instead 
of using the mean value (the mean value obtained from this 
amount of random libraries), the best-value (which fits best 
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Fig. 14. Mean value, its rel.std.dev. and the ratio CUP/TMC for number of atoms during burn-up of 241Pu. 
Table 1 
Rel.std.dev. values of the number of atoms of 241Pu at the end of the burn-up. 
rel.std.dev. TMC (%) CUP (%) CUP without cross-correlation (%) 
All reactions 0.48 0.46 
a. (n,f) 0.73 0.81 
b. (n, y) 0.77 0.75 
1.14 
the experimental data) is used. Because of that, a small bias 
between the CUP mean value and the TMC mean value 
appears. 
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to 2.5 times. 
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seen that CUP approach is close to be equivalent to TMC approach, 
under the proper assumptions: use of the cross-section library 
with covariance information obtained from the random cross-sec-
tions libraries; and choosing a PDF for the cross-section that can 
represent the PDF cross-section of TMC. But, as it is presented 
throughout this work, the Normal PDF is not always the best rep-
resentation for the TMC approach. And such a difference could play 
an important roll in other frameworks such as safety analysis, 
where the tails of the PDF for actinides are important for reactivity 
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works in order to check the relevance of choosing one PDF or an-
other. Maybe in a near future, suggestions of which PDF should 
be used for each cross-section could be provided. 
New and better sampling methods are being studied in order to 
be implemented in the CUP approach, such as Latin Hipercube 
Sampling (LHS), that will be compared with the "random sam-
pling" method used for sampling cross-section values in this work. 
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